FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

APE the Largest Electronic Table Game Distributor in Asia of Spintec Installed Karma
Electronic Sic Bo/Craps Cabinet in a Macau Integrated Resort
Macau, Friday, Mar 11, 2022– As regards the number of visitors expanded in the
first quarter of 2022, Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited (“APE” or the
“Company”, with its subsidiaries collectively referred as the “Group”; Stock Code:
8400.HK) is proud to announce that The Karma GEN2 Sic Bo/Craps produced by
Spintec. The manufacturer from Slovenia has a long-standing relationship with APE
over ten years, has been installed on the gaming floor of one of the largest
integrated resorts in Macau and went live recently.

The installed eight-seated Karma GEN2 Sic Bo/Craps
multigame cabinet integrated two games by rolling the
same dices, and it has a proofed strong performance in
Macau since its first launch in 2020. “We are so glad to
hear this good news and we appreciate for the
professional arrangement and assistance provided by
APE to make this happened. It has been ten years since
Spintec started the partnership with APE in 2012. APE is
our exclusive distribution trusted partner in Macau and
Singapore’s new cooperation project. Besides that, we
are collaborating in most Asia countries such as Cambodia, Vietnam, the Philippines,
and Malaysia. We hope to receive positive feedback from operator towards this
installation in Macau, and looking forward to more orders from Macau and SEA
countries.” Said Regional Sales Manager, Mr. Mitja Dornik, Spintec d.o.o.
“The Macau gaming industry has been experienced a tough period in the past two
years, I believe the Spintec machine installation is an indication to show the entire

tourism is getting better as the operator showed strong interest in introducing new
machines to their casino. We will keep eyes on the performance of the new installed
SicBo/Craps multigame cabinet. Moreover, as a long-term ETG distributor of Spintec
in Asia, we will keep seizing opportunities to bring the innovative products into
different markets.” stated Assistant General Manager of Sales and Marketing, Vicky
Chan, Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited.
- End About Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited
Asia Pioneer Entertainment Limited (“APE”) is a leading electronic gaming equipment
supplier in Macau. It is listed on the Growth Enterprise Market of Hong Kong Stock
Exchange, Stock Code: 8400.HK. APE was established in 2006 in Macau and is an
approved gaming machine agent licensed by the Gaming Inspection and
Coordination Bureau of Macau (DICJ). APE is a global distributor, presenting gaming
manufacturers from Slovenia, US, Taiwan and Australia. For more information,
please visit http://www.apemacau.com/.
About Spintec d.o.o.

Spintec d.o.o.is the world-class developer, designer, producer and supplier of ultimate
innovative Electronic Table Games. Spintec compact and amphitheatre gaming solutions
are well known for their cutting-edge design and technical perfection. A Slovenia-based
company offers different games (Roulette, Sic Bo / Craps, Baccarat, Blackjack),
technologies (automated, virtual and live gaming), languages and specific parameter of
the game. State-of-the-art gaming solutions, designed by the Spintec team, have a
proven track record of prolonging gaming sessions, and thus generate higher
profitability for the operator. For more information, please visit
https://spintecgaming.com.

